LENDAGER TCW is currently looking for 2-3 talented and ambitious interns to join us in our strategy advisory – the circular way.

WE ARE
a consultancy specialized in circular economy and resource optimization. Our purpose is to accelerate the transition towards a circular economy with the vision of enabling business and climate to be each others’ prerequisites. We strive to eliminate waste through resource innovations to the built environment while making the Nordic built environment sustainable by going circular.

WE OFFER
• Opportunities to work on client projects close to the management of Lendager TCW advising on circular construction and resource innovation
• Experience in sustainable consulting across the parameters; market, technology and implementation
• Knowledge about the opportunities and barriers for circular economy in the built industry, while participation in setting the standard for the sustainable world of tomorrow through our thought leadership
• An international, interdisciplinary office with architects, engineers and business people
• Free lunch, Friday bars, summer party and sustainable knowledge sharing

YOUR PROFILE
• Preferably Masters student within economy, engineering, communication and/or social science
• Eager to work on projects within innovation (from waste to product), cost structure analysis, strategy, resource mapping, circular procurement and thought leadership
• Passionate for making the world a better place
• Curious, independent, service-minded and helpful
• Strong in oral and written communication and fluent in English and Danish
• User of e.g. Microsoft office, InDesign, Illustrator, Rhino and/or Grasshopper

TO APPLY
Please forward your CV and cover letter to praktik@lendager.com, ATT: TCW

DEADLINE
Sunday, April 26th 2020